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Snake trouble unblocked

Eat as many apples as you can to grow as long as possible. Use the arrow keys to control your snake and spacebar to pause. Be careful not to hit the wall or eat your tail! Coolmath's snake game is different from most. When you eat an apple, your tail grows through four blocks instead of the usual one. The snake also moves faster than
the classic game, so you'll have to think quickly! How long can you survive? Snake Tips &amp; Tricks Master the Sharp Turns. A good trick to have under your belt if you're playing snake is to turn on a dime. Since the snake is so soon, accident can happen before you can respond. The more you play, try to master those sharp turns to
escape a wall.  Be patient. It can be tempting to grab the apples as fast as you can, but if you now miss an apple, it's better to wait until your snake tail has moved away from it before you go in for another pass.  Hug the wall. If you play snake, your tail will continue to grow and grow with every apple you eat. An easy trick to avoid crashing
into the walls or your tail is to detect the perimeter of the screen. It keeps the rest of the field open and easy to navigate.  Use the zig-zag. The serpent's ultimate move! If you get your tail a little too long, quickly move from side to side to side to create a zig-zag pattern on the screen. Moving this way will buy you some time as the rest of
the tail catches.  What you learn from snake playing snake can help improve hand-eye coordination and response time, since you have to act quickly to keep the snake from cracked.
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